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Book Descriptions:

Davis 6250 Manual

Your Vantage Vue Wireless weather station also includes an outdoor Integrated Sensor Suite ISS
that transmits outside sensor data to the console via a lowpower radio. The console displays all the
information coming from the ISS in an easytouse format. It can also receive data from a Davis
Vantage Pro2 weather station. The Vantage Vue Quick Reference Guide included with your station
provides an easytouse reference for most console functions.
ThisequipmenthasbeentestedandfoundtocomplywiththelimitsforaClassBdigitaldevice,pursuanttoPart
15However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this
equipment doesReorient or relocate the receiving antenna. Increase the separation between the
equipment and receiver. Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to
which the receiver is connected.
ChangesormodificationnotexpresslyapprovedinwritingbyDavisInstrumentsmayvoidthewarrantyandvo
idIntegrated Sensor Suite Installation Manual. Rev. A, May 14, 2009. Document Part Number
07395.262. For Vantage Vue Weather Stations and Systems. Information in this document subject to
change without noticeIntroduction. 1. Included Components and Hardware.1. Vantage Vue ISS
Components.1. Hardware.2. Tools for Setup.2. Preparing the ISS for Installation.2. Attaching the
Wind Cups to the Anemometer.3. Mounting the Wind Vane.4. Installing the Debris Screen.5.
Installing the Rain Collector Tipping Spoon Assembly.5. Applying Power to the ISS and Verifying
Communication with the. Vantage Vue Console.6. Apply Power to the ISS.6. Confirm the Transmitter
ID of the ISS.7. Set a New Transmitter ID on the ISS.7. Verifying Data from the ISS Sensors.8.
Confirming Rain Display Function on the Console.8. Choosing a Location for the ISS.8. General ISS
Siting Guidelines.9. Siting Guidelines that may Affect the Anemometer. 9. Installing the ISS. 10.
General ISS Installation Guidelines.10. Installation Instructions.11. Finishing the
Installation.http://dungcuvanphongonline.com/images/pic/common-manual-ffelp.xml
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12. Maintenance and Troubleshooting. 13. Maintenance.13. Troubleshooting.15The Vantage VueTM
Wireless Integrated Sensor Suite ISS collects outside weatherThe ISS is solar powered and includes
a battery backup.See “Choosing a Location for the ISS” on page 8 for sitingThe Sensor Interface
Module SIM is housed within the ISS and comprises theThe SIM collectsVue console. Note. Your
Vantage Vue ISS can transmit to an unlimited number of consoles, so you can purchase
additionalIncluded Components and Hardware. The ISS comes with all the components and
hardware shown in the following twoVantage Vue ISS Components. Rain. Collector. Debris. Screen.
SIM Antenna. Anemometer. Wind Cups. ISS Cover. Solar Panel. Radiation. Shield. ISS Base. Tipping
Spoon. Module Rain. Wind VaneThe following hardware is included with the Vantage Vue ISS
weather stationUBolt. Backing PlateLithium. Battery. Wrench. If any of the hardware components
are missing or not included, contact Customer Service toll free at 18006783669 about receiving
replacement hardware or other components. Tools for Setup. The following are additional tools
required to set up and install the ISS. Preparing the ISS for Installation. Please follow the steps in
the order in which they are presented. Each step builds onNote. Davis Instruments recommends that
you use a clean, welllit work table or work area to prepare the ISSThe steps to prepare the ISS for
installation are. Attaching the wind cups to the anemometer. Mounting the wind vane. Installing the
debris screen. Installing the rain collector tipping spoon assembly. Installing the ISS battery and
testing communication with the Vantage Vue consoleAttaching the Wind Cups to the Anemometer.
The Vantage Vue anemometer measures wind speed. The wind cups are mounted onTo mount the
wind cups on the anemometer shaft, follow these stepsEnsure that the set screw is screwed inInstall
cups ontoTighten set
screwNote.http://www.pamelavilloresi.it/public/common-manual-transmission-mistakes.xml
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If the wind cups don’t spin freely, loosen the set screw, remove them from the shaft, and repeat the
windThe Vantage Vue wind vane measures wind direction. The wind vane is mounted onTo mount
the wind vane on the wind vane shaft, follow these stepsHold it so that the anemometer and
radiation shields are on your left and the windOrientation ofWhen the ISS is held in this manner, the
wind vane shaft is horizontal, and will orient itself so that its flat side will be facing to the right, as
shown above.Installing the Debris Screen. The Vantage Vue ISS rain collector debris screen
captures foreign matter or otherTo install your debris screen, followRain. The debris screen has four
smallThe screen will now be heldInstalling the Rain Collector Tipping Spoon Assembly. To install the
Tipping Spoon. Assembly, follow these stepsAssembly slot on the undersideTipping Spoon.
ModuleThe ISS maintains a wireless connection to a Vantage Vue console when the ISS isApply
Power to the ISS. The Vantage Vue ISS SIM board stores energy from the solar panel for power at
night. A 3volt lithium battery is used as a backup power source. The battery compartmentTo install
the ISS backup battery, follow these steps.GreenTo verify power, push andThe green Transmitter ID
LED next to the Battery. Compartment will illuminateNote. Transmitter IDTransmitter IDDo not
push it multiple times or hold it down. When you release the button, it will blink one time every 2.5
seconds to showThis blinking will stop within a few minutes to conserve battery life.Confirm the
Transmitter ID of the ISS. In order to communicate, the console and ISS must have the same
Transmitter ID. AtLooking at the underside of your Vantage Vue ISS, locate the Transmitter ID
Pushbutton and the Transmitter ID LED, as shown in the figure below.Pushbutton once.Transmitter
ID LEDUnless you have intentionally changed your. Transmitter ID. ButtonTransmitter IDNote.

The transmitter on the ISS and receiver on the console will communicate with each other only when
bothSet a New Transmitter ID on the ISS. In most cases, it will not be necessary to change the
Transmitter ID. If it is necessary to change the Transmitter ID, you must use the same ID for the ISS
and console. To set a new transmitter ID, follow these steps.After four seconds have elapsed with no
further presses, the LED will blink theNote. If you hold the button too long and accidentally enter
the “set new transmitter ID” mode when you did notAs long as you do not press the button again,Use
these steps to verify reception of ISS data at the wireless Vantage Vue console andSensor readings
from the ISS should display on the screen within a few minutes.Approximately one minute after
acquisition of the signal, the outside relativeConfirming Rain Display Function on the Console. You
can perform this procedue either inside over a sink or outside. You will needManual.Note. If you
take your ISS outdoors to conduct this procedure, you must be within approximately 200300 feetYou
might want to askNote. In some cases it may take up to one minute for a reading to register at your
console. This methode confirms that the rain display is function. It cannot be used to verify accuracy.
If communication problems exist between the wireless ISS and the console, seeChoosing a Location



for the ISS. To ensure that the Vantage Vue weather station performs at its best, use theseBe sure to
take intoNote. When selecting a location for installing your ISS, especially on a rooftop, make sure it
is a location farGeneral ISS Siting GuidelinesAvoid installations near fences orYou can also mount
the ISS onFor areas withThe ISS performs best when installed overSiting Guidelines that may Affect
the AnemometerSeek professional help for this type of installation.Note. See “General ISS
Installation Guidelines” onNoteInstalling the ISS.

https://labroclub.ru/blog/diagnostic-and-statistical-manual-mental-disorders-version-iv-text-revision

The Vantage Vue ISS is a modular, selfcontained weather instrument that is easilyIt is recommended
that you install your ISS on aMounting Pole Kit part number 7717 or the Mounting Tripod part
number 7716Note. A mounting pole is not included with your Vantage Vue ISS and must be
purchased separately, eitherThe ISS assembly includes the rain collector, wind vane, anemometer,
theGeneral ISS Installation Guidelines. Use the built in bubble level on the top of the ISS, just above
the solar panel, toIn the northern hemisphereIn the southern hemisphere the. Solar Panel should
face north forOrienting the ISS Solar Panel for maximum exposure. NoteInstallation Instructions.
The Vantage Vue ISS can only be mounted on the top of a pole or solid round bar thatRecommended
Accessories for Pole Mounting. General Guidelines for Installing on a PoleIf mounting the ISS on a
smaller pole with theInstalling the ISS on a PoleIf you are not using one of these Davis products,
mount any galvanized steel poleRadiation Shields are on the left and gently place the ISS on top of
the steel pole.Note. Do not tighten the hex nuts with a wrench yet. Tighten the hex nuts enough to
safely hold the ISS on theThe more precisely the solar panels face due southNote. Do not rely on a
compass unless it is properly calibrated. Finishing the Installation. The ISS is designed with the
assumption that the solar panel faces due south. TheAfter the ISSRefer to your Vantage. Vue
ConsoleManual to calibrate your console. This must be done if you are in the southern hemisphere,
or if you are in the northern hemisphere, and forClearing Data Collected During Testing and
Installation. Now that the ISS is mounted outside, any data that was collected and stored in theTo
clear all the collected data on the consoleMaintenance. Cleaning the Radiation Shield. The outer
plating of the radiation shield should be cleaned when there is excessiveUse a damp cloth to clean
the outer edge of each ring.
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Spraying down or using water excessively to clean the radiation shield can damage the sensitive
sensorsCheck the radiation shield for debris or insectTo thoroughly clean the radiation
shieldCleaning the Rain Collector, Debris. Screen, and Tipping Spoon Module. To maintain accuracy,
thoroughly clean the rainNote. Cleaning the rain collector and tipping spoon may cause false rain
readings. See your Vantage Vue Console Manual for instructions on clearing weather data if you
suspect this is occuring.Screen.To clean the Tipping Spoon module, it must first be removed from
the ISS base. To remove this module from the base, follow these stepsNote. Do not unscrew the
hexhead screw on the opposite “flat” side of the module see second drawing,Tipping Spoon.
Assembly. Battery compartmentDo not unscrew this hexhead screw when removing module from the
ISS. Doing so will alter theUnscrew this PhillipsView of Tipping Spoon module after removal from
underside of ISS base.Insert the PhillipsWhen replacing thisReplacing the Tipping Spoon module in
the ISS base. Troubleshooting. Troubleshooting ISS Reception. If the console isn’t displaying data
from the ISS, perform the following stepsLook on the screen’sSmall “radio waveIf you do not see the
antenna’s radio wave graphic slowly blinking, regardless ofDepartment. See “Contacting Davis
Instruments” on page 17 for more information.Call Technical Support. See “Contacting Davis
Instruments” on page 17.Interference has to be strong to prevent the console from receiving a
signalTechnical Support. See “Contacting Davis Instruments” on page 17. When to Change the ISS
Transmitter ID. The Vantage Vue ISS transmits weather information to the Vantage Vue
ConsoleNote. The transmitter on the ISS and receiver on the console will communicate with each
other only when bothThe default Transmitter ID for both the ISS and the Vantage Vue console is 1,
andChange the Transmitter ID if any of theVantage Vue and it has been designated as Station No.



1 instead of the selectedTo see a drawing showing this button’s locationSet the Vantage Vue console
to the same ID as the transmitters, as described in the. Vantage Vue Console Manual. Using Two
Transmitting Stations. A single Vantage Vue console can recieve signals from one ISS, either a
Vantage VueSee your Vantage. Vue Console Manual for information on configuring Transmitter IDs.
If a Sensor Functions Intermittently. Carefully check all connections from the sensor to the ISS. If
the sensor still functions intermittently contact Technical Support. Most Common Rain Collector
Problem. If the rain collector seems to be underreporting rainfall, clean the debris screen andMost
Common Anemometer ProblemsThe signal from the wind cups may not be making it back to the
display. Remove the cups from the anemometer loosen the set screw. Put the cups backThe
anemometer may be located where wind is blocked by something, or thereRemove the wind
cupsTurn the shaft the cups rotate on. If it feels gritty or stiff,Note. Do not lubricate the shaft or
bearings in any way. When replacing the cups, make sure they are not rubbing against any part of
the anemometer head.Comparing data from your ISS to measurements from TV, radio, newspapers,
orReadings can varyHow you site the ISS and anemometer canIf you have questions, contact Davis
Technical. Support. Contacting Davis Instruments. If you have questions about the ISS or Vantage
Pro2 system, or encounter problemsNote. Please do not return items to the factory for repair
without prior authorization. Pacific Time. Watch for FAQs and other updates. Subscribe to the
enewsletter.PDF Version 1.6. Linearized No. Page Mode UseNone. XMP Toolkit Adobe XMP Core
4.0c316 44.253921, Sun Oct 01 2006 171439. Create Date 20090514 172956Z. Creator Tool
FrameMaker 9.0. Modify Date 20090515 1304330700. Metadata Date 20090515 1304330700.
Producer Acrobat Distiller 9.0.0 Windows. Title untitled. Document ID
uuidcb10d38d04ce497ead412037849ae184.

Instance ID uuid5150e5db49a048c9bb185c2cc9899f42. Page Count 21. Creator FrameMaker 9.0.
We Now Ship Worldwide.Made in the USA, the Vantage Vue includes a sleek but tough outdoor
sensor array and a distinctive LCD console. Its unique Weather Center function provides additional
information on each weather variable. In addition, Davis has made the Vantage Vue radiocompatible
with their flagship Vantage Pro2 weather stations so you can mixandmatch most components.
Vantage Vue gives you all the weather data you need. Youll see current weather conditions,
including indoor and outdoor temperature and humidity, barometric pressure, wind speed and
direction, dew point and rainfall. Vantage Vue also boasts the innovative Weather Center button that
displays additional data on weather variables for today and over the last 25 days.Call us 4803463880
MF 8am3pm MST. Davis Instruments Quality Management System is ISO 9001 certified. These
limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interfer ence in a residential
installation. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not
installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio
communi cations. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular
installation.FCC ID IR2DWW6351 IC 3788A6351 EC EMC Compliance. RoHS Compliant. Please try
again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key
to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Full content visible, double tap to
read brief content. Please try your search again later.Features Displays indoor and outdoor
temperature and humidity, barometric pressure, wind speed, wind direction, rainfall and more.

https://www.energetisch-therapeut-estie.nl/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/fi
les/1628c225a4eb89---capacity-yard-truck-parts-manual.pdf

Sealed electronics in the integrated sensor suite provide protection against the elements.
Glowinthedark keypad for night viewing and domed buttons for better feel.Wireless transmission up
to 1000 ft. 300 m is 3x farther than the competition. Solarpowered with stored energy
backup.Vantage Vue includes a sleek but tough outdoor sensor array and a distinctive LCD console.
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Its unique Weather Center function provides additional information on each weather
variable.Applications Home weather watching and gardening. Schools and universities. Marinas and
vacation homes. Fire fighting and emergency response.Includes outdoor sensor array and LCD
console. Mounting hardware included; mounting pole sold separately.Designed to provide the
weather data you need for home use, educational purposes, boating and more, the Vantage Vue
includes a sleek but tough outdoor Integrated Sensor Suite ISS and a comprehensive console. The
ISS sets up in minutes and starts sending data wirelessly to your console anywhere in your home,
school, or businesswithin a 1,000foot range. The ISS updates to the easytoread LCD screen on your
console every 2.5seconds. Constantly updated readouts provide you with current weather conditions,
including indoor and outdoor temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, wind speed and direction,
dew point, and rainfall. Vantage Vues innovative Weather Center button will display additional data
on weather variables for today and over the last 25 days. Finally, with the optional WeatherLink data
logger and software you can gain access to additional weather analyses in a variety of versions. The
sleek and tough Integrated Sensor Suite ISS is built to stand up to intense weather conditions.
Console Features Forecast Icons Icons let you know to expect sun, part sun, clouds, rain, or snow.
Weather Center provides additional information for each weather variable, such as daily highs and
lows, temperature changes by the hour and barometric value changes.

Also displays astronomical data such as meteor showers. UserFriendly Keypad Domed buttons are
easy to sense and press. Glowinthedark keypad offer day and night usability. Retransmits Main
console can extend range to additional consoles up to 1,000 feet away. Graphs Graph the last 25
hours, days or months. Alarms Set 22 simultaneous, different alarms to warn of dangers such as
high winds, freezing temperatures, rain rate, flood warning, and more. Moon Phase See the eight
phases of the moon from new to full. Barometer Fiveposition trend arrow shows whether barometric
pressure is rising, falling, or stable. Temperature and Humidity Console updates outside
temperature every 10 seconds and inside temperature every minute. In addition, outside humidity
updates every 50 seconds and inside humidity every minute. Rain Console updates rain totals and
rain rate every 20 seconds for the last 25 hours, days, months. Wind Speed See wind speed updates
every 2.5 seconds, in miles per hour, meters per second, kilometers per hour, and knots. Provides
the average and high wind speed for twominute and tenminute intervals. Units of Measure Data is
reported in US standard units. Integrated Sensor Suite ISS Features Wireless Frequencyhopping
spread spectrum radio frequency from 902 to 928 MHz ensures consistent transmission up to 1,000
feet from integrated sensor suite to console. Survived cyclic corrosion tests simulating wear in
extreme weather environments Solarpowered with stored energy backup Solar Panel energizes the
station during the day. Onboard super capacitor provides power at night. Lithium battery provides
backup when needed. Rain Collector Selfemptying tipping spoon measures rain with 0.01inch
resolution. Anemometer Records wind speeds from two to 150 miles per hour. Wind Direction
Measures wind direction in compass points or degrees. Measures relative humidity from 0 to 100
percent. Weather Proof Cover is corrosionresistant and extremely durable.

Electronics are potted or overmolded for added moisture shielding. Radiation Shield protects from
solar radiation and other sources of radiated and reflected heat. Easy Installation with included
mounting hardware kit. Bubble Level Allows for more accurate installation and better data
collection. Whats in the Box Integrated Sensor Suite ISS, LCD console, mounting hardware To
calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average.
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item
on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Tommy In VA
2.0 out of 5 stars One in August 13 We have a network of weather stations for our magazine located
in the Blue Ridge Mountains. Im no novice having over 20 years in weather. 16 of that doing and
forecasting weather on TV. We bought the Davis units because we wanted to replace a cheaper one.
Weve always heard Davis was quality. The unit was put in service 3500 up on a mountain so we



could display valley vs mountain temps. The unit was in service about 6 months and then the rain
measuring unit failed. Their tech support sent us a refurbished unit in the summer of 2014. It
worked for a few months then the transmitter unit failed. It kept drawing too much current and
continually ran the lithium battery down. Would only work in daylight on clear days via the onboard
solar cell. After another call to tech support we were told the refurbished unit that replaced our
newly bought unit here on Amazon was out of warranty and we could buy the part to fix it. Over 300
dollars but it would eventually be credited back to 102 dollars if we returned the part. We are
puzzled. We paid for a new unit. It went bad. Got replaced with a used unit that lasted less than 6
months. And now were held up saying wed have to pay over 300 dollars initially to get it fixed. No
thanks Davis.

You lost a customer and tons of future referrals.Anyway, there is nothing precise or accurate about
this weather station. It was not just this missed wind gust but numerous other occasions where what
was happening outside wind and air wise did not match what the weather station console displayed.
This product is strictly for entertainment purposes. You might as well get a PlayStation or Xbox for
that. Dont get fooled by the reputation that comes with the Davis Instrument name. Maybe they
were good at one point but based on my experience, and I am a verified purchaser, they seem to
have gone downhill. Save your money.I did have one little problem. The doves in my area like to sit
on the outside transmitter and use it as a TOILET. It worked for about 1 year and the rain gauge
stopped working. I took it down and low and behold the rain funnel was full of bird poop. I took it
apart and thoroughly cleaned it. Then I drilled some holes around the edge of the funnel and hot
glued some stainless steel wires to act as a spiky deterrent. Problem solved. Rain gauge works as it
should. Every so often I have to straighten out a wire because some dove are a bit blind.We thought
it was toast after the lightning strike, as it appeared dead, but it came to life about 12 hours later,
with no residual problems. Presumably the lightning strike discharged its supercapacitor. Have had
to replace the lithium battery twice, a trivial matter that I count as expected maintenance. Based on
my experience, I would say this is a very good piece of equipment. No idea how long people expect
something like this to last, but if it failed tomorrow I would think I have gotten my moneys worth. I
see some people complain of inaccurate wind speed measurements. I suggest first ensuring that it is
displaying the measurement you expect to see meters per second, km per hour, knots, or mph.The
last one lasted 1 year 3 months. Capacitor is not serviceable, and goes out regularly.

This is their market Sell bad design and resell when it fails.Has been running 6 months with no loss
of connection at all, a problem I have had with cheaper stations in the past. Comprehensive data
with highs and lows for every day of the week for the last 3 weeks, monthly highs and lows and
yearly highs and lows offer a great record. It has been pretty accurate so far as dar as I can see.
Would definitely recommend.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed
to record your vote. Please try again With the temperatures in the low 30C and wind chills of 45C for
8 weeks one of the coldest winters that I can remember in my 50 years this station worked excellent.
Very accurate in all its functions. Well its 18 months later and the unit has issues with the rain
gauge Upon reading some forums on the internet there are many other people with the same
problems and within the same time frame from purchase 12 to 18 months Yes right after the
warranty runs out. Phoned Davis Tech support and they seemed to know what the problem was
almost right off the bat. Hmmm. There is a small electrical board about the size of a loonie Canadian
Dollar coin that becomes faulty.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Si me pudieran
mandar un manual en Espanol lo agradeceria muchisimo.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please
try again Il manuale e interamente in inglese e la configurazione non e del tutto intuitiva quindi non
si puo evitare il manuale. L’installazione e immediata a parte per la bandiera per la direzione del
vento, che va posizionata in modo corretto, considerando che la stazione e preassemblata per l’80%.
Unico punto negativo e stata la consegna, dato che la stazione e stata bloccata per settimane in
dogana in attesa di semplici info mie magari si sarebbero potute fornire all’atto dell’acquisto



evitando tale perdita di tempo.

Il venditore mi aveva comunque informato del blocco, cosa non fatta dal corriere la comunicazione
con il corriere, DHL, ha richiesto diverse ore di pazienza al telefono aspettando risposta dal call
center. La stazione va posizionata in area priva di ostacoli nelle vicinanza, per non generare rotori, e
va allineata con lo specchio solare verso sud, per permettere il calcolo corrette della direzione del
vento. La stazione richiede un posizionamento perfettamente parallelo al terreno e per questo ha
una minilivella integrata che aiuta nell’operazione. Viene stretta ad un palo verticale dimensione
massima intorno ai 5 cm di diametro e questo non facilita il rispetto della livella. Io ho usato un palo
per parabole ed alla fine tutto e andato bene. La stazione possiede una batteria al litio ma le tre
batterie ricaricabili della base, vanno comprate a parte Davis e indubbiamente un’ottima marca e
questo prodotto compatto ed economico lo conferma. Unico dubbio e legato ai pezzi di ricambio
anemometro e direzione vento in caso di rottura per grandinata forte vedremo quando accadra. Nota
durante la configurazione serve tenere la base e la stazione distanti tra loro di almeno qualche
metro; se sono troppo vicine la base non rileva la stazione meteo. La stazione meteo non e in grado
di trasmettere i dati su Internet, senza apposito strumento da comprare a parte. Io ho comprato lo
strumento che si connette a USB del pc il pc deve stare sempre acceso ma esiste diverso strumento
molto piu costoso che si connette direttamente alla rete, senza un pc.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again.
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